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daniele del giudice

Time Merchants
Translated from Italian by Elizabeth Harris and Louise Rozier

rabat, morocco, second week of autumn

Yesterday I witnessed something I’d never seen before, a busi-
ness transaction concerning time. Or at least that’s what I think I 

saw going on in a small shop, a little hole-in-the-wall on the west side of 
Medina that you get to from Rue des Consuls. What I wish to relay here 
is my experience of observing this simple act of one man selling time to 
another. I saw a young shoemaker spreading his fingers to indicate a cer-
tain size, and I then saw the old man who’d come into the store pay and 
get nothing in return. My Arabic is weak — and has nothing to do with 
written Arabic — it’s spoken, phonetic, not based on writing; I learned 
it as sounds and respond in kind. So there’s no guarantee that what I 
thought I understood, words I’d transcribe as zaman, ishtara — “time” and 
“to buy” — actually belonged together, were the exact words these two 
men, young and old, exchanged before one gave the other money and 
got nothing in return.

I’ve known the shoemaker a while, and I can’t really say that all he does 
is make babuches and sandals — and badly tanned babuches and sandals at 
that, given their awful smell. Besides shoes, the shop sells odds and ends: 
rope, lightbulbs, Sony transistor radios, lighters, kitchen gadgets, so it’s 
hard to say exactly what the shoemaker sells. When the old man came in, 
the shoemaker dropped his French, pushing that language and me aside; 
he and his new customer started speaking in rapid Arabic, embarrassed, 
uncomfortable at my presence, or so it seemed, and their dealings were 
quick with none of the normal formality, the bargaining, the uncertain 
price, the payment and delivery that are all so customary. The old man 
left, and the shoemaker went back to French and to me, but he was less 
available now, while he fussed and cleaned, as if he’d dispensed a whole 
line of goods with his latest sale. During his little charade of keeping busy, 
he’d glance my way now and then with a complicit smile, and whisper: ce 
vieux fou. And that was the only comment, his or mine, on what I believe 
had just occurred. Really, the shoemaker wanted me to disappear, and I, 
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oddly, wanted this even more; I was astonished, puzzled, in a hurry to get 
out of there, to be alone with my very personal and unfounded feeling 
that I’d witnessed something I’d never seen before, a business transaction 
concerning time. Finally, I handed over the sandals I’d come to Rue des 
Consuls to have repaired. The shoemaker didn’t even look at them; he 
just tossed them in a basket and grunted: “Tomorrow.”

But that “tomorrow” of his didn’t really mean the next day; it meant a 
procrastinated time, another time, not now; and indeed, when I returned 
today, the sandals weren’t ready. The shop was full of customers; the shoe-
maker was busy: any expression he’d worn was gone now, erased, nothing 
to recall or fear, my presence in the doorway scarcely merited a fleeting 
“Sorry, Monsieur, there wasn’t time.” Of course, what there wasn’t time 
for was the sandals or the shoemaker; still it was an ambiguous sentence, 
a hint of confirmation while I waited and the shoemaker went back to 
his clamoring customers. As for waiting, if the night before had been long 
and disturbing, the days to come were longer still, until I finally made my 
way back to the shop. Who could I tell? Who could I tell that I’d wit-
nessed — no, worse — that I thought I’d witnessed a business transaction 
concerning time? The truth is, I did a bit of a survey, cast out a few lines 
of generic bait to my friends in Rabat. But they all took time to mean 
meteorological time, and when I brought up chronological time, they 
spread their hands and tilted their heads slightly, showing a serene and 
obvious resignation to the vastness of a subject too large to contemplate. 
I asked the smartest of them point-blank: “And what if, here in the city, 
there was a place where people could buy time?”

“Where?”
“At the market, say.”
“Like you’d buy flowers, olives, and fish?”
“Maybe in some store that seems to be selling other stuff but is really 

selling time under the counter.”
“And you’d buy it?”
“Sure I would. Take now, for instance — I’d buy enough time to finish 

this story. In general, though, I prefer sticking to the time I’m given. But 
I’d be very curious about this business of time. I’d want to know every-
thing: how it’s carried out, who supplies the raw material, who buys it 
and why, the costs, who does the trading.” But these conversations always 
took place over liquor, officially prohibited and privately consumed, and 
everyone would attribute them to drink.

Speaking of time, while I’m good at wasting it, I do have some things 
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that need to get done before leaving Rabat. As always, things you have to 
do fill your head, so even this business of time had to be set aside as an 
eccentricity, something that would vanish in time and grow steadily more 
unreal. Even picking up my sandals wound up at the bottom of my list, 
though I did leave my last day open for this chore, whatever might happen, 
and which, to be more precise, is today. This afternoon, I walked up from 
the Udayas and entered the Rue des Consuls market, emotionless, prepared 
even for the shop to be closed. I let myself be swept up by the old market, 
by how much this old market and the city of Rabat change from year to 
year. This time, too, there was a greater dignity to the people, a change in 
self-awareness, an interest that was more composed, less expectant, with 
fewer illusions about a foreigner. Alone in the shop with the shoemaker, 
I felt calm when he saw me; I was cautious, plainspoken. I reminded him 
that years ago, I knew his father, owner and founder of Au soulier moderne, 
a shiny, bright new sign hanging over the door, his father, who was always 
showing me his new orders from famous Italian and French stores, famous 
for him, anyway. I told the shoemaker I once took his father’s picture while 
he was working on a sole, right there, in the shop, and I still had the photo. 
I was trying to gain his confidence through familiarity and memories of 
his shoemaker-father, but the shoemaker-heir remained on the defensive: 
“If you want, you could take my picture, too,” was all I got in return, 
along with my repaired sandals. I needed more time, so I bought an old-
fashioned Philips electric razor (that I’ll never use, I always use a regular 
razor); I bought a wooden abacus and a plastic Texas Instruments for a 
few dirham, an older Swatch, a round flour strainer, a comb, a few packets 
of cardamom. I handed each item to the shoemaker, who set it aside and 
wrote down the amount on a slip of paper. After the spices, I pretended to 
study the shelves a long while, and then a couple of sacks on the ground; 
finally, I turned and slowly stretched out my empty hands, cupped together, 
my index fingers pointing, indicating an amount, a clumsy imitation of the 
gesture I saw him make with the old Arab. I added nonchalantly: “And of 
course I’ll also take this.” The shoemaker stepped back, staring at my empty 
hands like they were a poisonous asp. Then he quickly found the proper 
tone, sly, smiling: “This . . . what is this, monsieur?”

“This . . . this . . . zaman . . . I’ll take a little zaman, don’t you have some?”
“But of course I have some zaman for you, take all the time you need, 

there isn’t a whole lot here, it’s a small shop. I’m mostly a shoemaker, but 
feel free to take your time and select any other products you see that you 
might need.”
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“I’d like to buy time,” I joked. “Ishtara zaman.” 
“Ishtara zaman?. . . Time? Did you say time, monsieur? But who could 

buy time? And who could sell it?”
“You, sir,” I answered in an overly polite falsetto. “The other day, sir, 

isn’t it true you sold time to that old man who came in?”
“But of course not, monsieur, you must be joking. This is a simple shop 

that sells simple things, basic things.”
“You mean time isn’t basic? Or maybe there are more sophisticated 

stores than your Au soulier moderne that might sell time?”
“No, absolutely not. To my knowledge, no such store exists.” The 

shoemaker looked troubled, troubled that someone might have guessed 
his secret, though perhaps he wouldn’t mind admitting that time was one 
of the more sophisticated wares of his Au soulier moderne. Perhaps that’s 
why he chose an even tone, somewhat ironic, and entirely in the con-
ditional, marking his hypothetical ground with sweeping gestures, then 
laying his hands over his heart in all sincerity: selling time, he said, would 
of course be wonderful, we’d have a lot of it, after all, as much time as 
there is sand, as much as you’d like, first-rate time, endless and still. Oh, 
yes, if only I could sell it — and what do you think, do you think it would 
sell? Could it be sold where you live? If I had such a business, I would 
have so many invoices and orders — who knows the European designers 
I’d have — but how would I sell it, this time? By the minute, the day, the 
month, the entire year? And how would I package it, how would I ship 
it to a buyer? And at what price — who would determine the price of 
time?” The shoemaker suddenly stopped gesturing, stopped talking, he 
was frozen on the price, lit up by this last, undisputable verdict that must 
have seemed his best avenue of escape. He said in all politeness: “Monsieur, 
it is not man who owns time: it is God. Allahu s-Samad. God is eternal.”

Oh, young shoemaker, heir to the Au soulier moderne, you’d never tell 
me, and yet I feel your fear, your indecision, the pleasure you take in your 
oblique verb tenses, just as I feel, at my back, your nervous eyes fixed 
upon the doorway.

treviso, northeast italy, first week of winter

Treviso, and along with Treviso, all of  Trevigiano, more than 
the area surrounding Treviso, the industrial Veneto region and the area 
surrounding Venice, endless factories large and small along miles and miles 
of streets and intersections, an endless land of invention, products of all 
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types and all sizes, disc-brake pads, Caterpillar tractors, air conditioners, 
rollaway beds, precision machinery for producing other machinery —  
time! — all tucked away in modern warehouses of every size and color, not 
like the old factories of iron and disaster, prefabricated, eye-pleasing 
buildings, so tidy they don’t even look like warehouses — time! — and the 
old towns, their names, embedded like cysts in the tissues of these ware-
houses, simple points of reference, bell towers and small-town piazzas, 
reminders that right there, in the midst of this ordered world of milling 
cutters and wheels, this jam-packed, roboticized industry, you’ll still find 
Noventa di Piave and Motta di Livenza and San Stino and San Donà and 
Preganziol and Campo d’Arsego: city-towns, self-producing, self-expand-
ing, radiating outward, east and west, north and south — time! — construct 
and assemble, invest and estimate, develop and sell, save and earn, erode 
laws and gnaw at taxes, work and carve up the product into multiple jobs, 
one chandelier takes four or five companies — time! — one for the glass, 
one for the electric cord, one for the little aluminum tube that holds the 
electric cord, one for the screws that hold everything in place, one for the 
packaging, one for the shipping, now your turn, courier — time! — run, 
courier, scamper off to Oman, or to the new Russia bursting at the seams, 
scamper off with products from the Northeast, from Mogliano Veneto all 
the way to Samarcanda, straight away.

As for me, I’m headed toward the firm of a gentleman I know, driv-
ing slowly in the morning fog, going slowly not to miss a roundabout, 
a bypass, an intersection leading to his small factory, going slowly but 
following my lead. My lead now is this old businessman, this technology 
manufacturer, an engineer with no diploma, a poet with no recognition, 
peasant wisdom turned to managerial cunning. He’s met me at his office 
door, to take me at once to see his new plants: “Come on, we’re gonna 
take ourselves a little tour, I’ll show you around, no, really, pay attention 
because it’s actually the factory that moves around, it has to, that’s the 
deal, no fixed installation, when a product’s not moving anymore, you 
put out another, and to do that you have to turn the factory inside out 
like a glove — chop chop — you gotta adapt, like we did years ago with 
the land — crop rotation, product rotation — don’t ever exhaust the land 
or the product, take the cyber market — it’s already wearing down, so 
what do we do, just keep chipping away? — no, you move to the body, 
gotta operate, now I got this Korean team, I got them studying, day and 
night, studying human current, the current in our own bodies, it can 
be harnessed, you know, for transmitting information, not much, just a 
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few volts, we just have to find a way, just find a way — that’s all it ever 
takes — you just find a way.” And undoubtedly he would “find a way” this 
time, too, just like he did years ago, when he figured out a special fusion 
for metals, an extremely hard alloy that he patented in the Trevigiano 
region and that wound up in Houston, Texas, in NASA space probes. 

An enterprising, inventive man like him would have to know something; 
that’s why I paid him a call; I told him about Rabat and my suspicions 
that people were in the business of selling time down there. He started to 
laugh: “Down there? — not just down there, in a whole lot of other places, 
too” — as if this were obvious, a well-known fact — “Course, you’re 
right — sure — but what’s it to you?”

I wasn’t expecting this immediate, complete confirmation, and I was 
slightly taken aback. “It’s not a secret?”

“Sure it’s a secret, obviously, because of competition, and most likely 
for military reasons, too. But the rumor’s been going around in certain 
circles for years. I can tell you what I know. I know you, and you’ve got 
nothing to do with all this. What would you do with it? Let’s say it’s a 
market being researched, still at the embryonic stage, very guarded. Not 
prohibited, mind you, there’s no law out there that prohibits the selling 
of time, but everything’s carefully safeguarded, inaccessible.”

He was speaking as if it were a routine topic, yet he kept insisting on 
hearing the details of what had happened Au soulier moderne. Then he sped 
up, took me off to the side: he told me in a quiet voice that there’d been 
storage problems at first; they’d managed to turn natural time into artifi-
cial time, but they didn’t know how to stockpile it or preserve it, efficient 
time, yes, but also unstable; after a while, it would lose its characteristics, 
start contracting.

I was so excited, so curious, he had to warn me: “Now, don’t start 
giving me the third degree, asking for all the whos and hows. I swear, I 
don’t know anything, either. They probably get it from countries where 
there’s plenty of time — sure, Morocco — why not? — and God knows 
where else.” As he walked, he’d stop now and then, his words hurried, 
always rising at the end: “But,” he kept repeating, “are you absolutely sure 
of what you saw?,” because if I was, then in all probability that meant, 
to his mind, it was very possible that someone had “found a way.” But 
Rabat was most certainly not a point of arrival for time; it was a point 
of departure, a harvest-and-collection spot, maybe the Arabs kept a little 
for local business, and I must have come across one of those rivulets, but 
most of it, in its raw form, they had to send abroad. “Yep,” he concluded, 
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“they’re not the ones who developed time. The technique was developed 
someplace else. Time in its rising state, that’s what they can offer, clandes-
tine time, slipping off from the slow continents to the quick continents. 
And here in our country, who’s got the time? Where could you find even 
a second, much less an hour?” 

I tried to calculate how much the time he was giving me was worth —  
a real gift — just like the information he was providing, so copious, so un-
like the Rabat shoemaker, though conjecture prevailed over information, 
though poet prevailed over engineer. “You see, time might move from a 
slow continent to a quick one, and maybe even the other way around, all 
of it, based on the fact that a Rabat hour’s not a Chicago hour. The chro-
nometry’s the same, but consumption and yield are something else again. 
And it’s this differential that counts. Maybe slow times and quick times are 
drawn to one another, like cold fronts and warm fronts in meteorology, 
high and low pressure systems, the circulation that occurs as a result. Maybe 
temporal masses move in the same way, exploiting a natural imbalance.”

He lit up at his climate analogy. “Someone must have found a way!” 
His voice carried over the hum of the machinery and workers, and the 
warehouse quieted down in gentle complaint. “Good for them — that 
sure is something — a really big deal. Whoever did it has got his hands on 
something really big.”

stavanger, norway, third week of winter

“Stavanger.” The first time I read that word was in a letter that came 
much later, actually, a letter composed by the engineer himself, a single 
word all in capitals, at the center of the page, under the letterhead. It 
looked like a scribbled phone message, and on the phone, when I called 
to thank him, our conversation was limited out of caution, but he made 
it clear those nine letters were the result of very long, sensitive conversa-
tions, a crisscrossing chain of suspicions, guarantees, confirmations, and 
proofs of legitimacy.

“Stavanger” isn’t dialect or the key to any code; it’s not an acrostic or 
anagram; it’s just the name of the small Norwegian city at the end of that 
chain of validations, the place where I landed two days ago, expectant, 
wondering how much I might come to know here. Now and then I get 
excited when I think that here, somewhere, is the end to my journey, my 
goal, perhaps hidden on one of these little cobblestone lanes, in one of 
these old wooden houses leading up from the harbor to the cathedral, old 
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whaling and immigrant dwellings, along the western coast of Norway, on 
the same parallel as the Orkney Islands, the open Atlantic, far north of the 
North Sea. From the cathedral, in the still-cold sun, you get a clear view 
of the sea slipping into the city from Bokn Fjord, arms branching off to 
fingers, hierarchies of small sub-fjords turning the city to an archipelago. 

I want to be like the sea, to seep in everywhere and speak with strangers, 
break down the austerity of these Norwegians with their distant eyes, but 
the present situation won’t permit this.

I’ve committed myself to my strictly imposed secret, meaning, I’ve de-
cided to respect this secret for valid reasons, as an opportunity that I hope 
will soon become evident. But what wasn’t a secret: the two days of waiting 
prior to the procedure for engagement, the two days of studying — not for 
me, obviously, but for the person following me and studying my every 
move, all my comings and goings from the hotel to the harbor, my few 
phone calls to family members when I arrived and departed. This is what 
they didn’t have yet, my behavior, the rest they knew already, and they also 
of course knew about my work on discontinuity, and that this discontinu-
ity — leaps, breaks, when a chain breaks and resumes in an unforeseen 
manner — interests me from a strictly cognitive point of view. A researcher, 
nothing more, no business or trading of any kind. 

Yes, discontinuity, but it’s strange instead how places continuously un-
fold, their events surprisingly truthful and coherent. I confirmed this here, 
too, in my two days of wandering around Stavanger. In museums I learned 
about its Vikings, pirates and nonpirates alike; about the sword in the 
stone; about Kipling’s poetry dedicated to the city; about the legend of the 
white whales; about the concrete steps of its bountiful sardine production, 
later replaced by offshore drilling. And along with all this, I was amazed 
to learn about Stavanger’s national epic: the sabotage that occurred at 
the production facilities the Nazis installed here to manufacture heavy 
water, the only element missing for their atomic bomb. Operation Fresh-
man, the local population’s efforts that cost a number of lives, was “a 
little-known event that changed the destiny of the world,” according to 
museum documents. And who can say if in the days to come, in this same 
fjord, there won’t be just as many changes that occur through continuity. 
The rest of my time, I spent walking around, my work involves this as 
well — walking — my place is where things break apart and go another 
way, sometimes even on a walk. . . .

“This visit of yours, you must know, is the rare exception. You must 
also realize what you’ve committed to.” The woman was speaking with 
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restrained sweetness, for she was clearly unhappy about my most unusual 
presence. “I am well aware of this,” I told her, and I asked myself what 
pressures there’d been for me to receive such a privilege, and why me, 
why had they let me reach this point, let me stand here in front of this 
beautiful, austere, self-assured woman, and be seen in those irresistible 
eyes as the miserable result of someone’s mistake or carelessness. 

The place itself, however, was entirely different from what I imagined: a 
tiny office up a short flight of stairs — not even an office — more of a 
waiting room, the table completely bare, a diamond wood pattern cover-
ing the walls, and a small door next to an enormous window with drawn 
white curtains. As for commitment, I’m afraid I’ve reached the point 
where I need to honor mine: so I’ll have to be vague about the details of 
how they picked me up a short while ago, interrupting my walk entirely 
without warning, late at night, just at the end of the second day. They 
were quick and decisive, but not impolite, a male voice speaking in English 
over my shoulder: “Don’t be frightened. And don’t turn around.” Then 
added to the darkness of the night came the darkness inside a van and the 
hermetic, blinding black of a tight scuba mask. The ride was short and 
disorienting, up and down, with lots of turns that were either necessary or 
deliberate, not one word spoken, not until the beautiful, annoyed blonde 
said: “Let me be perfectly clear about a few things. First: what you’re 
about to see is an experiment, a prototype, a model we’re working on. 
Second: what you’re about to see has nothing to do with illegal trade, 
with the trafficking taking place all over the world in human organs, fe-
male ova, the innocent and not-so-innocent involved in the sex trade, 
drugs, leftover materials from nuclear arsenals, technology for suspicious 
purposes. Third: we’re not . . .”

I appreciated the mental ordering of the woman’s preamble, but I was 
waiting for her nimble white fingers to finish this ad excludendum list, so 
we could finally get to the point. And when the moment came, her voice 
changed, grew more delicate, more subtle: “We deal with time. Time 
isn’t a pollutant, isn’t toxic. Of course it comes at a price, but a contained 
price considering the investment, not to mention all the work involved.” 
I took the liberty of asking what this work entailed, and she told me I’d 
soon find out, but that I should understand how important it was that 
someone was supervising the distribution of time, keeping it out of the 
hands of speculators, and even worse. Just imagine what might happen if 
everyone . . . if certain powerful . . . if some objectives . . . and considering 
all these “ifs,” she told me I needed to credit them, that it was wise for 
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them to be secretive about their work; really, their initiative was more 
humanitarian than it was the business of a holding company.

I had a million questions, but I didn’t want to waste any more time; 
I kept quiet but my expression was one of complete and utter inquiry. 
Then the lady threw open the curtains: there was an enormous space 
below, with shelving and walkways that were brightly lit, a liquid blue 
light, so intense you actually couldn’t see much except for the space 
above, the ceiling in a polyhedron wood design, the gallery just below, 
and you could tell what the outside of the building must look like from 
the interior: one of those tall, narrow whaling sheds from a hundred 
years ago, where the meat was butchered, the blubber gathered, the bones 
removed. Completely restored, like the others I’d seen while walking by 
the harbor.

“Come with me,” the lady said, and I followed her through the small 
side door and down, where we soon stopped, in the large pavilion area. As 
much as I tried to connect this space to something else, the arrangement of 
the walkways, the containers, the bilingual lane markers in Norwegian and 
English, well, it could only mean one thing: “But this is a supermarket!”

No customers, a perfect silence over everything, but a supermarket 
nonetheless. I got the feeling the lady wanted to insist again about the 
importance of their work, but she held back; she must have opted for 
complete immersion instead as she headed down an aisle, saying: “Yes, it’s 
a supermarket, but a very particular one. It’s much more than a supermar-
ket. It’s what comes after . . .” We’d gone a few steps down the first aisle, 
the Personal-time aisle, surrounded by that uncontaminated smell that 
only new things have: “It’s a simulated supermarket, the representation of 
a supermarket. Of course time can’t be sold like other items. Let’s say this 
store is a kind of psychological prop — see the cash registers over there? 
Would you pay fairly large sums of money without having something 
to take away with you? This is an entirely new business. Time’s never 
been bought or sold until now, so to make the purchase psychologically 
credible — to make the experience feel more normal — we decided to 
simulate something everyone’s familiar with.” 

The boxes on the shelves were different sizes, different colors, aggres-
sive colors with cartoon labels, but as the lady explained, the size of the 
box wasn’t tied to the amount of time or its commercial value; it was tied, 
instead, to what she herself defined as “density.”

There were boxes of Change Your Chance, different cuts of time, from 
minutes to a few hours, to get back to the crossroads of the customer’s 
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life, to take this time and make the opposite choice, the missed opportu-
nity, reopening a love that had been sealed shut, for instance; there were 
packages of How Much More? for those customers who needed even a 
little more time and Delays for those who had to postpone. Then there 
was Meantime, a double temporal channel for doing two things simulta-
neously that couldn’t possibly be done at the same time: singing and 
drinking, saying something while contradicting that same statement, or 
in more general terms, doubling the amount of time in a day within the 
same twenty-four hours. Truthfully, you also got this effect in reverse 
with Slow Times, on the next set of shelves, cuts of slow time to various 
degrees of slowness, which was pictured on the back of the box with a 
slightly stretched droplet, or a longer droplet, or one even longer still. 

I was studying these droplets on the packages when the woman told 
me, “Open one, if you want. It’s empty,” and she smiled for the first time 
since I arrived. 

“And so?” I asked, after checking this out for myself. 
“And so this is part of what you won’t be able to learn, the how, 

broken down to its component parts. From how time can be produced 
artificially to how it’s transferred to customers.”

“But will they be satisfied leaving with empty boxes?”
“We think so. The time they’ve purchased is authentic, even if there’s 

nothing inside the box.”
Escalators led down to the building’s lower levels, one of which was 

devoted to massive, industrial times, the large Economical Department, 
vast, precious time according to origin, with bulky, tempting containers 
of Indian Time or North African Time or Sub-Saharan Time; then on the 
next floor down was Subatomic Time, and on the floor below that, Infini-
tesimal Time, for particle physicists, small boxes of nanoseconds and pico-
seconds, and reversible times where an event can go back, even an event 
composed of just a few particles and nothing more. Then down, down, in 
the basement of the old whaling building, an extremely narrow depart-
ment of surprising times that I’ll never be able to talk about, unimaginable 
times, so no images on the boxes, severe, professional boxes, gray in color, 
with times of pure research, times whose characteristics — because of my 
commitment — I can only say are “unknown.” Believe it or not.

Believe it or not, everything I saw was truly unbelievable, inconceivable; 
when we went back to the upper level, near the office, on the Personal 
shelves that now seemed rather obvious to me, I got up the nerve to ask 
the lady: “But does it work?”
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“You want to try?”
“Really? You really could . . . ?”
“Certainly. We anticipated this. What sort of time would you like?”
“I can only pick one?”
“Yes. Just one. Consider it a small, complimentary gift.”
I want the time to finish this story, I immediately thought, feeling over-

whelmed, surprised and uncertain. Then, instinctively, out of nowhere, I 
blurted: “I’d like the first hour — my first hour.”

“What time was that?”
“I don’t know. Maybe two in the afternoon.”
“Tell me the exact time, please.”
“Two in the afternoon.”
“The year?”
“Nineteen forty-nine.”
“The day?”
“July eleventh.”
“You sure?”
“I am. The same day as my father.” But then just for a moment I 

suspected she wasn’t only asking me the exact time I was born; she was 
asking me something more general, too . . . yes, just for a moment — no, 
less — less than that even — I barely had time to suspect — or to suspect 
not just about time, but above all about what I’d truly been asked at that 
moment . . . 

. . . but talk about beautiful, it was so beautiful, but I couldn’t move, 
everything I saw was so imprecise — was I nearsighted even back then? A 
terrible cold, slimy-wet, strong-smelling, I had hands but couldn’t touch 
my own belly, there was this surprising knot of tender tissue, a small tube 
someone had tied like a bow. “What do I do with that?” I wondered. 
“Will that go away in time?” I wanted to ask that familiar, female warmth 
I could sense like an animal nearby, wanted to ask this smell that was still 
me, wanted to speak to her, or at least to the voices I heard all around, 
ask something, who knows what, I didn’t know the words, searching for 
them, I choked on my own crying, I was tired, so very tired. Bone tired. 

. . . with all the things I don’t know now, I clearly don’t know what time 
is, but I have the strangest feeling, who knows where it comes from, I don’t 
know time, but I seem to remember some basic measures — could time be 
a measure? It feels like the hour must have ended a while ago — should I 
tell her? Was that her? Had she returned? Had I told her the hour ended a 
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while ago or was that only my imagination? No, I must have told her, and 
maybe her answer’s in this warm trickle of a voice, almost a caress: “We 
trust you, sweetie, but in time you’ll come to understand why we can’t 
take any risks. Not at this stage, anyway, not now. We’ll take care of you. 
Soon everything will go back to the way it was, but not at once, not now. 
At the right moment, you’ll be just like you were, even your job will be 
the same. What did you do . . . ? What is it you said you did . . . ? Ah, that’s 
right, discontinuity . . .” I can’t see very well, but if I were older, I’d say that 
her face lights up at this idea, this word: “Yes, discontinuity. Now you can 
start again. You can start from here . . .”


